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ABSTMCT: In part to supplement m e g e r data on
lumber grade yield of Hawaii-grown timber, 30
robusta eucalyptus logs were shipped l o a Michigan
sawmill for processing. The logs were from 12 trees in
three different stands. The lumber produced was
graded according t o National Hardwood Lumber
Association standards. The sample was too small to
provide a basis for predicting grade yields, but robusta
yields, by log grade, compared favorably with yields of
common hardwoods on the United States mainland.
OXFORD: 176.1 Eucalyptus robusfa (969):853:854.
RETRIEVAL TERMS: Eucalyptus uobusta; Hawaii;
lumber grading; log grading.
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Lumber has been produced from plantation-grown
robusta eucalyptus (Eucalyptus robus& Sm.) logs in
Hawaii for a number of years. And yet very little of it
has been graded by standard, industry-accepted rules.
Consequently, little information is available about the
lumber grade yield that can be expected from the
timber.
~ a l c o l m ' compiled the only accurate information
available. The data in his exploratory study were for
4'7 logs from 10 trees. Four of the trees were from
one stand and six from another-both stands were
about 35 years old. His findings are useful only as an
indication of trends-not for predicting grade yields.
To obtain the opinions of experienced hardwood
specialists on sawing, grading, dryhg, and manufacturing robusta, we shipped 30 logs to Michigan.
The logs were sawed and the lumber graded there.
This phase of the study provided grade yield information that supplements Malcolm's data.
Preliminary indications are that yields by log grade
compare favorably with those of common hardwoods
on the United States mainland. The sample in the
study was far too small to provide a basis for
predicting grade yields. But it appears that recovery
of hardwood lumber grades from graded robusta logs
may vary considerably between stands.
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THE STUDY
'khe logs used in the study were cut from 12 trees:
5 from a 60-year-old stand at Opana, Maui; 4 from a
45-year-old stand at Mountain View, Hawaii Island;
and 3 from a 33-year-old stand at Honomu, Hawaii
Island. The logs were graded by using standard U.S.
Forest Service Log Grades for eastern h a r d ~ o o d s . ~
The scaled length of the logs was held to a foot
shorter than the actual length to allow for serious end
splitting-a characteristic usually found in the species.
The logs were sawed for grade lumber insofar as
the serious spring in them allowed. That is, due to
springing (bendimng) of the logs as growth stress was

.

boxed heart 4 by 4's, 4 by 8's, or 8 by 8's from which
4. by 4's t o be used as pallet blocks were produced.
The lumber produced was graded and tallied by a
qualified hardwood inspector. Standard grades were
used without exceptions for pecularities of the
species. Grades marked were FAS, Select, Number 1
Common, and Number 2 Common. The 4 by 4's were

relieved in sawhg, occasional s h h cuts were made to
straighten faces. And often "ce logs were turned
earlier than would be normal for best grade recovery,
so as t o keep the stress more nearly balanced.
The grade lumber produced was of thicknesses
generally in demand by furniture manufacturers-414,
514, 614, and 1314. The logs were sawed around to
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312

193
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44

assumed to be Number 3A and 3B Common and
tallied as Number 3 Common. Grade recovery was
recorded for each log.

Table 3 .-Yield of No. I common and better lumber, by log
gade
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RESULTS
The best yield was obained from Mountain View
logs, which were also the largest and highest in log
grades (tuble I). Logs of comparable size and grade
from Opana, Maui, had a lower grade yield, despite
having come from older trees. The logs from
Honomu, from young trees, had the poorest yield.
These difierences may be due to the small s m p l e
size, rather than to differences bemeen stands.
Yield by log grade varied considerably behveen
stands. The grade 1 logs from Opana, for example,
produced much less 1 Common and Better than the
grade 1 logs from Mountain View (table 2).
Table 2.-Yield o f N o . 1 common and better lumber, by loggrade
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Log grade

Opana
Mt. View
Honomu
1959 study1
Weighted average
Overball weighted average

-

62

50

27

-

46

'Logs from two locations - Mountain View and Hutchinson Sugar
Co. Log scale, originally Scribner, converted to International 114-inch
t o compare with present study.

The yield by log grade compares generally with the
yield of imporbant mainland species (table 3). The
Mountain View logs produced yields, by log grade,
similar to y e l l ~ wpoplar, the best of the mainland
species.
The most serious grading defect in robusta lumber
proved to be tiny pin knots caused by epicomic
buds. Similar defects are common to many tropical

Birch, yellow
Maple, hard
Oak, red (upland)
Poplar, yelloav
Beech
Hickory

'Source: U.S. Forest Prod. Lab. Hardwood log grades for
standard lumber, proposals and results. Rep. 1737, Tbl. 1, pg.
6, 1959.

hardwoods: "Philippine mahogany" usually has them.
In these other species, pin knots are usually ignored.
And it is reasonable to expect that they could be
ignored in grading robusta as well-if and when
robusta becomes established in the marketplace. If
pin knots were not classed as a defect, lumber grade
yield from robusta logs would be much higher than
reported here.
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